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Abstract. Traitor tracing schemes deter traitors from giving away their
keys to decrypt the contents by enabling the data supplier to identify the
source of a redistributed copy. In asymmetric schemes, the supplier can
also convince an arbiter of this fact.
Another approach to the same goal was suggested by Dwork, Lotspiech
and Naor, so called self-enforcement schemes. In these schemes, traitors
have to either divulge their private sensitive information or distribute
fairly large amount of data. However, the same private information must
be revealed to the data supplier, which invokes the necessity of more
discussion about the model underlying this scheme.
In this paper, we present an efficient asymmetric self-enforcement scheme,
which also supports the asymmetric traceability without any trusted
third parties, assuming the situation where the authenticity of the ex-
ponent of each subscriber’s sensitive information bound to the subject
entity is publicly certified, such as PKI derived from discrete logarithm
based cryptosystems. In our scheme, the sensitive information needs not
to be revealed to any entities. As far as we know, there has never been
any proposal of asymmetric self-enforcement schemes. Furthermore, our
scheme is as efficient as the previous most efficient symmetric or asym-
metric traitor tracing schemes proposed so far.

1 Introduction

In the contents distribution system over a broadcast channel, such as pay TV, on-
line database, DVD distribution, the system authority gives each authorized sub-
scriber a hardware or software decoder containing a decryption key and broad-
casts encrypted digital contents, in order to prevent non-subscribers (pirates)
from accessing the contents. However, some non-subscribers might obtain a de-
cryption key from one or a set of authorized subscribers (traitors) and construct
a pirate decoder. In practice today, the so-called secure hardware solution is
commonly used against such piracy, where cryptanalyzing the secret is assumed
to be hard. Unfortunately, such assumption about the security is not always
correct. There are several side-channel attacks that threat to the assumption,
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such as the power analysis [7]. Moreover, secure hardware solutions are often
expensive.

In the absence of secure hardware, the cryptographic solution cannot pre-
vent the subscribers from copying their decryption keys themselves. Against the
piracy of digital data, such as contents or decryption keys, a lot of cryptographic
techniques have been proposed that make redistribution either inconvenient or
traceable.

Traitor tracing, which was introduced by Chor, Fiat and Naor [5], is an
extension of broadcast encryption, in such a way that it can reveal the traitor
on the confiscation of a pirate decoder. To offer traceability, each subscriber is
given a different set of decryption keys that identify the subscriber. In a sense,
traitor tracing can be seen as one of fingerprinting schemes [15,12] where the
decryption keys are fingerprinted. A traitor tracing is called k-resistant if the
scheme can reveal at least one traitor on the confiscation of a pirate decoder
which was constructed by up to k traitors.

The schemes in [5] are symmetric in the sense that subscribers share all their
secrets with the system authority. In symmetric schemes, the authority itself,
or malicious employee or someone with illegal access to the authority could in-
criminate an honest subscriber as a traitor using the secrets. Thus the result
of tracing is no real evidence that could unambiguously convince a third party.
Pfitzmann [11] pointed out this problem and introduced asymmetric traitor trac-
ing schemes, where using an interactive key distribution protocol the system au-
thority cannot construct a pirate decoder that frames an honest subscriber, but
if a pirate decoder which was constructed by malicious subscribers is found the
authority is able to trace the source of it.

The problem with relying on the traceability is that the authority or other
entities must always monitor all over the world for potentially redistributed
copies. To overcome such shortcoming, Dwork, Lotspiech and Naor [6] introduced
another approach, so-called self-enforcement scheme, where the system authority
needs not the confiscation of a pirate decoder nor trace the source of it. Instead,
traitors have to either divulge their private sensitive information (e.g., a credit
card number) or distribute fairly large amount of data in order to succeed the
piracy. A similar approach using sensitive information has been suggested by
Sander and Ta-Shma [13] in the context of electronic payment systems, in order
to make the coin non-transferable as a countermeasure to financial crimes, such
as the tax evasion.

The scheme in [6] still remains a serious problem that the same private in-
formation must be revealed to the data supplier, which invokes the necessity of
more discussion about the model underlying this scheme. In [11], Pfitzmann men-
tioned that one can try to combine those techniques with the ideas of asymmetric
traitor tracing, so that the private information can also remain private from the
authority. But it is not so easy to construct such asymmetric self-enforcement
scheme because the authority must confirm that subscriber’s decryption key
certainly contains his private sensitive information without the knowledge of
it. Asymmetric traitor tracing schemes do not need such a verification. As far
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as we know, there has never been any proposal of asymmetric self-enforcement
schemes.

Our Contribution In this paper, we present an efficient asymmetric self-
enforcement scheme, which also offers asymmetric traceability. In our scheme,
we assume the situation where each subscriber i has a pair of values (di, g

di)
such that di is i’s private sensitive information (e.g., the secret key in Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI), biometrical information, code number of the bank
account or driver’s license number etc.) and gdi is the exponent of it, and the
authenticity of gdi bound to the subject entity i is publicly certified. If we take
each subscriber’s secret key in PKI derived from discrete logarithm based cryp-
tosystems as their private sensitive information di, then gdi corresponds to the
public key and the Certification Authority (CA) vouches for the authenticity of
the public key. Thus such an assumption underlies every cryptosystem based on
PKI. For concreteness we consider the situation that each user’s private sensi-
tive information is their secret key in PKI derived from discrete logarithm based
cryptosystems hereafter unless otherwise mentioned.

In our scheme, even if at most k malicious subscribers collude to construct a
pirate decoder, arbitrary entity can obtain all of their secret keys in PKI on the
confiscation of it. Thus the redistribution of the decryption key which contains
the secret keys damages the traitors very much. For example, if the secret key is
used for the signature, a receiver of it can impersonate the owner, e.g. for signing
contracts, receiving loans, etc. Thus the owner of the key may not want to give
it away.

Furthermore if a pirate decoder which is constructed by at most k traitors is
confiscated by any entities, they can trace and reveal the secret of all the traitors
and convince any third party of the validity of the tracing results without the
participation of the accused traitors and the system authority in the trial phase,
unless the system authority plays the role of the tracer (direct non-repudiation).
Our scheme does not need any trusted third parties (if we assume PKI) and
offer full frameproof that arbitrary collusion of entities including the system
authority cannot frame an honest subscriber. In our scheme, the encryption key
of the broadcasted contents can be open to the public and an arbitrary entity
can play a role of the data supplier.

Our scheme is very efficient compared with the previous most efficient sym-
metric or asymmetric traitor tracing schemes proposed so far. Table 1 shows
a comparison about the efficiency among related works and our proposal. 1

1/ρ, 1/ρB are defined by

1/ρ
�
= max

{
log|Ui|
log|S| : i ∈ Φ

}

1 In the original scheme in [8] 1/ρB = k + 2 , but it was not k-resistant but � k+1
2 �-

resistant on the convex combination attack [14,3]. If we take k → 2k − 1 , then the
scheme in [8] offers k-resistant. See Section4 for more details.
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Table 1. A comparison of the decryption key size and the data redundancy.

1/ρ 1/ρB

[12] Scheme 1 O(k logn) O(k2 logn)
[12] Scheme 2 O(σk) O(σ2k2)

[8] 1 2k + 1
[18] 2 4k + 3
[16,17] 2 3k + 3
Proposal 2 2k + 1

1/ρB
�
= max

{
log|B|
log|S|

}

where Ui denotes the set of all possible subsets of decryption keys, B denotes
the set of all possible subsets of the data redundancy, S denotes the set of all
possible subsets of the session keys and Φ denotes the set of subscribers of the
system [14]. Thus 1/ρ is a parameter on the size of each user’s decryption key
and 1/ρB is a parameter on the size of data redundancy. n is the number of
subscribers and σ is a parameter where the system authority cannot frame an
honest subscriber as a traitor with probability more than 1/2σ. From a brief
view of Table 1, one can see that our scheme is one of the most efficient schemes.

Related Works. The asymmetric traitor tracing scheme suggested by Pfitz-
mann and Waidner in [11,12] used the symmetric scheme in [5] as a building
block. The scheme was, however, not efficient because the scheme of [5] on which
it is based required large overhead and large decryption key.

Kurosawa and Desmedt [8] proposed a more efficient construction of asym-
metric public key traceability scheme where the encryption key could be public.
Their scheme is based on the ElGamal type threshold cryptosystem and very
efficient. But their approach to the asymmetric traceability was to share the
secret information of the system authority among some trusted third parties,
which implies that they can still frame an honest subscriber on their conspiracy.

Another constructions of asymmetric public key traceability schemes without
any trusted third parties were given in [16,17,18]. In [18], any entities can trace
the source of a pirate decoder and can convince any arbiter of the result, but a
suspected traitor must participate in trial phase to prove his guilt. The scheme
in [16,17] offers the tracer enough information to convince the arbiter and needs
not the accused traitor’s participation in trial phase. However those schemes do
not support self-enforcement as mentioned above.

Organization. In Section 2, we describe the model, the definition and building
blocks which include efficient public key traitor tracing schemes and oblivious
polynomial evaluation protocol. Our construction is described in Section 3. We
analyze the security of our proposal in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given
in Section 5.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section we describe the model underlying our protocol and define the
security requirement. Then we describe an efficient public key traitor tracing
scheme and oblivious polynomial evaluation protocol, which are building blocks
of our proposal.

2.1 Model

The entities who participate in the proposed protocol are as follows. (Considering
the practical case, we describe the model where the data supplier plays a role of
the tracer. As mentioned in Section 1, arbitrary entites can do it.)

System Authority: The system Authority SA generates one public key and
sells the decoder containing the decryption key (personal key) to each user,
in a complicated way such that the personal key is constructed by each user’s
secret key of the PKI and SA cannot know the value of the key itself.

Data Supplier: The data supplier T distributes encrypted contents using a
public key generated by SA, and if he finds the pirate decoder which was
illegally distributed, he traces the source of it. SA may play the role of T .

Users: Users are authorized subscribers of the system and the set of users is
denoted by Φ = {1, · · · , n}. Each user decrypts the encrypted contents with
the personal key, which was given by SA when he subscribed to the system.

Traitors: Traitors are person who redistribute their own personal keys, or col-
luders to construct the pirate decoder, and the set of traitors is denoted by
Ω = {u1, · · · , ut}. Then, Ω ⊂ Φ.

Arbiter: An arbiter A is a party that verifies the tracing results. In practice,
this can be a court of law or an entity publicly agreed on.

Certification Authority: A certification authority CA vouches for the authen-
ticity of the public key of PKI bound to the subject user. We consider the
case where PKI is derived from discrete logarithm based cryptosystems, such
as ElGamal encryption.

Before executing the protocol, CA generates his signatures on texti for each
user i (i ∈ Φ), where texti includes the public key vi

�
= gdi (di is user i’s secret

key), the identity of subject entity and other information such as serial numbers
or algorithm etc. CA publicizes texti and the signature denoted by sigCA(texti).
Then, our scheme proceeds as follows:

System initialization – SA generates some information that he will need with
T and all users, and he makes the encryption key eSA public.

User initialization – SA sells the decoder containing the personal key Di to
user i, in a way that Di is constructed by di, and SA verifies this with
zero-knowledge of the value of di nor Di.

Session sending – The content is divided into smaller parts called sessions de-
noted by M . T chooses a random session key s, and broadcasts (eSA(s),
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ENCs(M)), where eSA(s) is called a header and ENC is a symmetric en-
cryption function. Each user i can decrypt eSA(s) to obtain s with Di, and
thus can decrypt M .

Tracing – If a pirate decoder is confiscated, T analyzes the personal keys Du1 ,
· · · , Dut in it and specifies a set of the suspected traitors Ω.

Trial – T accuses Ω to A with (Duj , textuj , sigCA(textuj )), (j ∈ Ω).

In this paper, the confiscation of a pirate decoder implies the possibility to
obtain the value of the decryption key in it. If a non-subscriber obtains a pirate
decoder which was constructed by at most k traitors, he can reveal all the secret
keys of the traitors. Thus, in the model of our scheme traitors do not willingly
give away their personal keys which include their secret keys, and such a situation
is not considered in the model of traitor tracing.

2.2 Definition

Security requirements for SA on our schemes are as follows.

Definition 1 We say that secrecy is established, if it is hard for non-subscribers
to cryptanalyze a new session key from a new header, the public key, the old
headers, and the old session keys.

Definition 2 When a pirate decoder is confiscated, which was constructed by
at most k traitors, and if T can identify at least one traitor, then we say that
traceability is established.

Definition 3 If no collusion among at mosk k malicious users can construct a
pirate decoder without divulging at least one of the traitors’ sensitive informa-
tion to the entity who obtained the decoder, then we say that self-enforcement is
established.

Definition 4 We say that direct non-repudiation is established, if T can con-
vince A of the validity of the tracing results without the participation of the
suspected traitors and SA in the trial phase, if not T = SA.

Next, we define security for users.

Definition 5 We say full frameproof is established, if no collusion of arbitrary
entities including SA can frame an honest user

Now we give our security parameters. Let q be a prime such that q|p − 1,
q ≥ n+1, where p is a prime power, and let g be a qth root of unity over GF (p).
Unless we stated otherwise, all calculation as below is done over GF (p), and all
entities agree on p, q and g.
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2.3 Building Blocks

Our protocol is based on the efficient public key traitor tracing [8], and Oblivious
Polynomial Evaluation (OPE) protocol [10]. Now, we briefly describe them.

Asymmetric Traitor Tracing with Agents [8]. Kurosawa and Desmedt sug-
gested an efficient public key asymmetric traitor tracing scheme. Their scheme
offers asymmetric traceability by dividing SA’s secret into some pieces and sepa-
rately distributing these to multiple trusted third parties, called agents, denoted
by A1, · · · ,Ac. Their scheme is as follows.

– System initialization: Each agent Ai chooses a random polynomial fi(x) =
ai,0 + ai,1x+ · · · + ai,kx

k over Zq and publicizes

yi,0 = gai,0 , yi,1 = gai,1 , · · · , yi,k = gai,k

Let

yj
�
=

c∏
i=1

yi,j (j = 0, · · · , k)

Then, the public encryption key is (p, g, y0, · · · , yk).
– User initialization: Each Ai secretly gives fi(j) to user j. Let

f(x)
�
=

c∑
i=1

fi(x) = a0 + a1x+ · · · + akx
k

Then, yj = gaj for j = 1, · · · , k. User j computes f(j) =
c∑

i=1

fi(j) and now

Dj = (j, f(j)) is his personal key.
– Session sending: For a session key s, T computes a header as h(s, r) =

(gr, b0, b1, · · · , bk), where b0 = sy0
r, b1 = y1

r, · · ·, bk = yk
r and r is a

random number. Then T broadcasts h(s, r). Each user i computes s from
h(s, r) and his personal key as follows.

k∏
j=0

bij

j

/
(gr)f(i) = s

– Tracing: If the pirate decoder contains (u, f(u)), and if

gf(u) =
k∏

i=0

yui

i (1)

then T decides u is a traitor.
– Trial: A is convinced if (1) holds.

In the above protocol, the evidence of the piracy of u is (u, f(u)) which
satisfies (1). However, the collusion of all agents can generate such evidence and
thus frame an honest user. Therefore, their scheme does not offer full frameproof
in the sense of our definition.
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Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation. The Oblivious Polynomial Evaluation
(OPE) protocol, which was introduced by Naor and Pinkas [10], is a novel and
useful primitive for two party computation. One party Bob knows a polynomial
P and he would like to let Alice compute the value P (α) for an input α known
to her in such a way that Bob does not learn α and Alice does not gain any
additional information about P (except P (α)).

We briefly review the protocol. Bob chooses a random bivariate polynomial
Q(x, y), such that Q(0, y) = P (y). Alice chooses a random univariate polynomial
S(x), such that S(0) = α. Alice’s plan is to interpolate the univariate polynomial

R(x)
�
= Q(x, S(x)) without revealing S(x), then she knows R(0) = Q(0, S(0))

= P (S(0)) = P (α). This is done by sending n (
�
= deg(R(x)) + 1) xi and a

list of random values yi,j except one value S(xi) (i = 1, · · · , n). Bob computes
Q(xi, yi,j) for all these values and Alice retrieves Q(xi, S(xi)) (i = 1, · · · , n) using
1-out-of-m oblivious transfer. Then, she can interpolate R(x).

In the above protocol, the secrecy of Alice’s input depends on the noisy
polynomial interpolation problem [10,2]. Recently it was proved that the noisy
polynomial interpolation problem can be transformed into the lattice shortest
vector problem with high probability, when the parameters satisfy a certain
condition, and some other attacks to the problem were suggested [2]. However, a
little modification on the protocol makes the secrecy of Alice’s input dependent
on the polynomial reconstruction problem, which is one of the well known most
intractable problems [2].

The OPE protocol uses 1-out-of-N oblivious transfer (OT) protocol as the
building block. Naor and Pinkas also suggested an efficient construction of 1-out-
of-N OT protocol in [10], which invokes 1-out-of-2 OT logN times and evaluates
a pseudo-random functionN logN times. If we use non-interactive 1-out-of-2 OT
in [1], the number of communication paths in 1-out-of-N OT and OPE protocol
is two.

3 Construction

The central idea of our proposal is to reduce the traitor tracing scheme in [8]
to the scheme where user i’s personal key is represented by (di, f(di)) (di is
user i’s secret key in the PKI) and SA can verify it using the public informa-
tion texti, sigCA(texti). To accomplish this, we divide f(x) into two polynomials
f1(x), f2(x), such that (f1(x) + f2(x) = f(x)). SA distributes f1(di) to user i
using OPE protocol and then SA verifies that the user i’s input to OPE was
really di, without the knowledge of di itself. If the verification is passed, SA
distributes f2(di) to user i using OPE. In the second invocation of OPE, even
if the user inputs the value which is different from di adaptively, he cannot gain
any useful information. (See Section 4)

Now, we present the construction of our proposal.
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Table 2. System and User Initialization Protocol

SA User i ∈ Φ

f(x) =
2k−1∑
l=0

alx
l mod q

fi,1(x) =
2k−1∑
l=0

bi,lx
l mod q

fi,2(x) = f(x)− fi,1(x)

=
2k−1∑
l=0

ci,lx
l mod q

di: User i ’s secret key
fi,1(di) (by OPE)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

(wi,2, · · · , wi,2k−1, wi)←
(gdi

2
, · · · , gdi

2k−1
, gfi,1(di))

(wi,2, · · · , wi,2k−1, wi)
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

check

gbi,0vi
bi,1

2k−1∏
l=2

wi,l
bi,l

?= wi

fi,2(di) (by OPE)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

personal key
Di = (di, f(di))
= (di, fi,1(di) + fi,2(di))

System Initialization. SA chooses a random polynomial f(x) =
2k−1∑
l=0

alx
l and

computes
yl = gal (l = 0, 1, · · · , 2k − 1)

Then, the public encryption key is (p, g, y0, · · · , y2k−1).

User Initialization. SA chooses a random polynomial fi,1(x) =
2k−1∑
l=0

bi,lx
l for

each user i and computes

fi,2(x) = f(x) − fi,1(x) =
2k−1∑
l=0

ci,lx
l
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ci,l = ai,l − bi,l (l = 0, 1, · · · , 2k − 1)

SA distributes fi,1(di) to user i using the OPE protocol, where di is the user
i’s secret key in PKI. Then SA verifies that the user i’s input was really di as
follows.

User i computes

(wi,2, wi,3, · · · , wi,2k−1, wi)
�
= (gdi

2
, gdi

3
, · · · , gdi

2k−1
, gfi,1(di))

and sends it to SA. SA verifies whether

gbi,0vi
bi,1wi,2

bi,2wi,3
bi,3 · · ·wi,2k−1

bi,2k−1 = wi.

holds. If the verification is passed, then SA distributes fi,2(di) to user i using
the OPE protocol. Now, Di = (di, f(di)) = (di, fi,1(di) + fi,2(di)) is the user i’s
personal key.

Session Sending. For a session key s, T computes a header as h(s, r) =
(gr, b0, b1, · · · , b2k−1), where b0 = sy0

r, b1 = y1
r, · · ·, b2k−1 = y2k−1

r and r
is a random number. Then T broadcasts h(s, r). Each user i computes s from
h(s, r) and his personal key as follows.

2k−1∏
j=0

bj
di

j
/

(gr)f(di) = s

Tracing. If the pirate decoder contains Duj = (duj , f(duj )), (j ∈ Ω), and if

gf(duj
) =

2k−1∏
l=0

yl
duj

l

(j ∈ Ω) (2)

gduj = vuj (j ∈ Ω) (3)

holds, then T identifies Ω as the set of traitors.

Trial, If T decides that Ω is the set of traitors, then T gives A (Duj = (duj ,
f(duj )), textuj , sigCA(textuj )), (j ∈ Ω) as the evidence of piracy. A is convinced
if (2)(3) holds.

4 Security

In this section we analyze the security of our scheme, which consists of the
security analysis for the system authority and for users.
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4.1 Security for the System Authority

Secrecy In [8], it is proved (Theorem 14) that the computational complexity for
an eavesdropper to cryptanalyze a new session key s , after having received previ-
ous session keys sj , (j = 0, 1, · · · , l), the public key eSA = (p, g, ga0 , ga1 , · · · , gak),
the old headers h(sj , rj) = (grj , sjg

a0rj , ga1rj , · · · , gakrj ), (j = 0, 1, · · · , l) and
the new header h(s, r) = (gr, sga0r, ga1r, · · · , gakr), is as hard as to cryptana-
lyze a plaintext in the ElGamal scheme when the order of g is a prime. In our
scheme, the information that a passive eavesdropper could get is the same as in
the scheme in [8] except for k → 2k−1, thus secrecy of the proposal also depends
on the difficulty of breaking underlying the ElGamal encryption scheme.

Traceability and Self-Enforcement The strategy for malicious users to con-
struct a pirate decoder which is not traceable or which does not divulge any
sensitive information of malicious users is classified into two types.

1. to input invalid values in the user initialization phase adaptively
2. to construct a pirate decoder by colluding among up to k traitors after having

received legitimate personal keys in the user initialization phase

We demonstrate that such strategies are not effective in our scheme. First, we
give some lemmas about the former strategy.

Lemma 1 In the user initialization phase, a malicious user u cannot pass the
verification after the first invocation of OPE protocol if he inputs an invalid
value d′ different from his secret key du assuming the intractability of breaking
the OPE protocol.

Proof (Sketch)
To pass the verification, u must send (wu,2, wu,3, · · · , wu,2k−1, wu) for which

gbu,0(gdu)bu,1wu,2
bu,2wu,3

bu,3 · · ·wu,2k−1
bu,2k−1 = wu

holds after having du, d
′, fu,1(d′). It is obviously information theoretically in-

tractable. For example, if we assume u knows bu,2, bu,3, · · · , bu,2k−1, then he can
obtain bu,0 + bu,1d

′ by fu,1(d′)− (bu,2d
′2 + · · ·+ bu,kd

′2k−1). However he cannot
compute gbu,0(gdu)bu,1 using these values without knowledge of bu,0 or bu,1.�

Thus, if the malicious user u selects the former strategy, all the measures he
can take is to input an invalid value d′ in the second invocation of the OPE pro-
tocol. However it is obviously information theoretically intractable to compute
(d′′, f(d′′)) using (du, fu,1(du)) and (d′, fu,2(d′)) where du �= d′, f = fu,1 + fu,2.
If he can divide the header as follows

(gr, sga0r, ga1r, · · · , ga2k−1r)=(gr, sgbu,0rgcu,0r, gbu,1rgcu,1r, · · · , gbu,2k−1rgcu,2k−1r)

then he can compute s by

sgbu,0rgcu,0r(gbu,1r)du(gcu,1r)d
′ · · · (gbu,2k−1r)du

2k−1
(gcu,2k−1r)d

′2k−1

(gr)fu,1(du)+fu,2(d′) = s
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But such a division is obviously information theoretically intractable. Moreover
any collusion attacks on the former strategy is meaningless because (bu,0, bu,1,
· · · , bu,2k−1) is unique to user u. Therefore the former strategy is ineffective.

Now we discuss the latter strategy. Due to the similar argument to that of [8],
the next lemma holds.

Lemma 2 The computational complexity for 2k−1 traitors of finding (du, f(du)),
where du /∈ {du1 , · · · , du2k−1}, when given the public key and their personal keys
(f(u1), · · · , f(u2k−1)) is as hard as the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) when
the order g is prime.

Proof Sketch
In [8] Theorem 15 proves the same lemma where 2k − 1 → k. �
The above lemma shows that it is hard to construct another legitimate pi-

rate key (d, f(d)) by at most k traitors Ω = {u1, · · · , ut}, such that (d, f(d)) /∈
{(du1 , f(du1)), · · · , (dut , f(dut))}, assuming DLP is computationally hard to solve.
However the pirate may construct a key which is not a legitimate personal key
but can be used to decrypt a session key in such a way that none of the traitors
is identified from it. A successful pirate strategy is given in [14,3] which de-
feats the scheme of [8] by using a convex combination of traitors’ personal keys.
Fortunately, it is known that by increasing the degree of f from k to 2k − 1,
anyone who confiscated a pirate decoder which was constructed on this strategy
can compute all the traitors’ personal keys if the number of traitors is at most
k [4,3]. This means that in our protocol arbitrary entities can recover all of the
traitor’s secret keys in the PKI, on the confiscation of a pirate decoder which
was constructed by at most k traitors.

We review their convex combination attack and how it is solved when the
degree of f is 2k − 1. Let β = (α, β0, · · · , β2k−1)T such that

β = t1u1 + · · · + tkuk

where

uj = (f(duj ), 1, duj , · · · , duj

2k−1)T (j = 1, · · · , k)
t1 + · · · + tk = 1

Then β is not a legitimate personal key, but it can be used to decrypt any header
h(s, r) = (gr, b0, b1, · · · , bk) = (gr, sga0r, ga1r, · · · , ga2k−1) by

2k−1∏
l=0

bl
βl

/
(gr)α =

k∏
m=1

(
2k−1∏
l=0

bl
dum

l
/
(gr)f(dum )

)tm

=
k∏

m=1

stm = s

Those who obtained β can construct the following equation with 2k un-
knowns u1, · · · , uk, t1, · · · , tk.


1
β1
...

β2k−1


 =




1 · · · 1
du1 · · · duk

...
. . .

...
du1

2k−1 · · · duk

2k−1






t1
t2
...
tk
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Some efficient solving algorithms of the above equation are already known,
such as the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [9] or the Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler
decoding algorithm etc. (see [19] for example) and everyone can recover
du1 , · · · , duk

which are traitors secret keys in PKI. Therefore the latter strat-
egy is also ineffective.

For the discussions stated above we can conclude that our proposal offers
traceability and self-enforcement.

Direct Non-repudiation. Let assume that user i is honest, namely, he keeps
his personal key (di, f(di)) secret. Then all the information about di that the
data supplier, malicious users, and the certification authority could obtain is the
corresponding public key gdi . Thus the difficulty of framing a user i by them is
the same as DLP. All the information about di that the system authority could
obtain is gdi , gdi

2
, · · · , gdi

2k−1
if we assume that breaking the OPE protocol is

intractable. The difficulty of deriving di from these values is believed to be as
hard as DLP. For the discussion stated above, it is computationally hard for the
malicious entities to obtain honest user i’s secret key di unless he divulges it.

Thus, (duj , f(duj ))(uj ∈ Ω) could be the enough evidence to prove the re-
distribution of the personal key by uj . (2)(3) in Section 3 means duj

and f(duj
)

matching, and user uj ’s secret key and public key matching respectively. The
verification process only needs pirate key and public information, and does not
need the participation of the pirate user and the system authority.

For the discussion stated above, our proposal offers direct non-repudiation.

4.2 Security for Users

Full Frameproof. In order to win the trial, the tracer must submit the sus-
pected traitor’s secret key to the arbiter. Due to the same discussion as the one
in the proof of direct non-repudiation, if an honest user i keeps his personal key
Di = (di, f(di)) secret, it is computationally hard for the other malicious entities
to obtain user i’s secret key di, which is a part of the proof of piracy.

Thus our proposal offers full frameproof.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we present a concrete construction of an asymmetric self-enforce-
ment scheme. Our proposal also offers asymmetric traceability without trusted
third parties, and is very efficient compared to previous traitor tracing schemes.
In the model of our scheme, malicious users do not willingly give away their per-
sonal keys because our scheme guarantees that each user’s personal key includes
the user’s sensitive information e.g. secret key in PKI, and such situation is not
considered in the model of traitor tracing schemes. Furthermore, our protocol
offers direct non-repudiation and full frameproof.
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